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Display Cabinet Remanufacture

Despite modern manufacturing improvements the
environmental effect of cabinet disposable at end of life
is still an issue for the refrigeration industry.

Our close attention to design detail, engineering
knowledge & flexible production facilities give us the
ability to provide remanufactured products that
incorporate all the beneficial features, technology &
performance of a new cabinet. That old display case
that was destined for scrap could be re-manufactured
to look and behave like the latest model, saving the
environment and you money.

With the demand for better product presentation in refrigerated
cabinets, RJM have developed the vertical merchandising shelf. With
adjustable inserts to suit a variety of products, the shelf offers clear
presentation whilst maintaining product temperatures and cabinet
performance. Many of the alternative solutions create insulative
barriers around the product resulting in product degradation and
reduced shelf life.

New airflow design, 
improved product 
temperature consistency 
within case

New energy efficient 
EC Fans 65%  Fan 
Energy reduction.

New canopy 
assembly 
eliminates the 
requirement for 
‘trim’ heaters

LED lighting
>70% Lighting Energy 
reduction

New shelving 
system, capable of 
up to 50% 
increased weight 
load

New coil
Suitable for Co2, 
Secondary fluid or HFC 
refrigerants

Possible Modifications on a 
Remanufactured Multideck Case 

New control systems incorporating 
remote product temperature monitoring

Remanufactured Multideck 
Case RJM Apple 

Product Innovation

Product Hot-Spots occur when, with the night-blind is down and the cooler, more dense
air escapes towards the bottom of the blind, drawing in warmer ambient air at the top.
The velocity of this warmer air is fast enough to cut straight through the cabinet air
curtain, causing product temperatures to rise dramatically. The Patented FSx blind,
developed by RJM and produced and sold by Thermasolutions, manages the ingress of
the warmer, ambient air into the cabinet.
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turn your vision into reality. Whether you
are looking for a promotional display for
your products, maximising merchandising
space or just looking for something to fit
into an unusual space, we can work with
you to provide the best solution. Our in
house design team can put together
concept visuals or provide full size mock ups
to ensure that you are confident that the
end result will be exactly what you are after.
Cabinet performance can be backed up in
our own EN29352 test laboratory where
everything is tested in detail to ensure

Bespoke Cabinet Design

We can provide a one stop shop to
all of your specialist refrigerated
display cabinet requirements.

Contact us - If you require a
bespoke refrigeration solution then
our technical design team are here
to help. For further information
visit:

www.ryan-jayberg.co.uk

product quality and safety is
maintained throughout its
entire shelf life. Our choice
of manufacturing partners
also means that we can
offer the most cost effective
production to suit required
volumes and price while our
experienced installation
teams mean that the quality
does not stop until you are
completely happy on site.

At RJM, we understand that not all of your refrigerated display case requirements
are available, off the shelf, and our experienced cabinet design team are on hand to


